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ON s-IMAGES OF METRIC SPACES 

HUAIPE,NG CHEN 

ABSTRACT. In this paper we study the relations among 
closed k-networks, countably compact k-networks and 
compact k-networks and construct an example which gives 
a negative answer to Question 37 of B of the Problem 
Section in [5]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We assume that all spaces are regular T1 and all maps are 
continuous and onto. 

After A. V. Arkhangelskil's paper [1], maps as an important 
object is studied. G. Gruenhage, E. Michael and Y. Tana~a in 
[3] discussed quotient maps and also showed relations between 
k-networks and quotient s-images of metric spaces. In this 
paper, we use maps as a tool to study the relations among 
closed k-networks, countably compact k-networks and compact 
k-networks, also to study the following question which was 
raised by S. Lin [6] and was arranged as Question 37 of B of 
the Problem Section in [5]: 
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Question 37. Suppose a space X has a point-countable 
closed k-network. Is X a space with a point-countable com
pact k-network if every first countable closed subspace of X is 
locally compact? 

Recall that a collection C of subsets of a space X is a k
network for X if, whenever C C U with C compact and U 
open in X, then C C U{F : F E F} c U for some finite 
subcollection F of C. If C is a k-network for Y, then C is a 
closed (countably compact, compact) k-network if each C E C 
is closed (countably compact, compact) in Y. 

2.	 CLOSED k-NETWORKS AND COUNTABLY COM.PACT 

k-NETWORKS 

Lemma 2.1. Let M be a metric space and f : M ~ Y be a 
continuous map. If each metric closed subset of Y is locally 
cornpact) then for each point-countable base B of M) there is 
a base B' C B such that f(B) is countably compact for each 
BE B'. 

Proof: Let B be a point-countable base of M and B(x) == 
{B E B : x E B} == {Bn : n, E w} c B. Then: 

1. nnEwf(Bn) == {f(x)}. __ 
2. There is a B n E B(x) such that f(Bn ) is countably com

pact. 

Indeed, let y == f(x). Suppose ni~nf(Bi) is not countably 
compact for each nEw. 

If f(B1 ) is not countably compact, then there is a discrete 

closed subset D 1 == {Ylm : mEw} C f(B1 ) such that ID1 1 == 
No and y is not in D1 . Take an open neighborhood 0 1 of y 
in Y such that 0 1 n D 1 == 0 since Y is a regular T1 space. 
Then j-l(OI) is open in M with x E f-l(OI). So there is 
a Bnl E B(x) with x E Bnl C f-1(01) and 1 < nl. Then 
ni~nl f(Bi ) is not countably compact by supposition. So there 

is a discrete closed subset D2 == {Y2m : mEw} C ni~nl f(B i ) 
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by Ini~nl !(Bi)1 2: ~o such that IDzl = ~o, Dz n D1 = 0 and y 
is not in D 2 • 

Then, by induction, there is an ni E w with ni < ni+l and 

a discrete closed subset Di == {Yim : mEw} C nj~nif(Bj) 
for each i < w such that IDil == ~o, Di n Dj == 0(i =I- j) 
and Y is not in Di. Let 11 == (UnEwDn) U {y}. Then 11 is 
a closed metric subspace of Y and is not locally compact, a 
contradiction. Hence ni~nf(Bi) is countably compact for some 
nEw. 

Since B(x) is a neighborhood base of x in M, then there is a 
Bm E B(x) with Bm C ni~nBi' Since f(ni~nBi) C ni~nf(Bi), 

then f(Bm) C f(ni<nBi) is countably compact. Let B*(x) == 
{B E B(x) : B C B~} and B' == U{B*(x) : x E X}. Then B' 
is a base of M such that f(B) is countably compact for each 
BE B'. 

Recall that a cover :F == {Bn : n E F} of Y is called irre
ducible, if U{Bn : n E Fo} =I- Y for each proper subset Fo of 
F. 

Theorem 2.2. Let Y have a point-countable closed k-network 
B which is closed under finite intersections. Then there is a 
metric space M and a continuous onto map f : M ~ Y such 
that f is a compact-covering s-map. 

Proof: Let B be a point-countable closed k-network of Y such 
that B is closed under finite intersections. Giving B the discrete 
topology, the countable product IIn>oB is a metric space. Pick 
x' == (Bi) and x" == (Bi') from ITn>oB. Let d*(x',x") == lin ifn 
is the first index with Bi =I- Bi'. Then d* is a metric of ITn>oB. 
Let M C ITn>oB be all (Bn) such that there is ayE Y with" 
nn>oBn == {y} and every neighborhood of y contains some Bn. 
Let f : M ~ Y such that, for each (Bn) E M, f((Bn )) == Y 
if nn>oBn == {y}. We may show that f is an onto continuous 
s-map just as the proof of Theorem 6.1 of [3]. Let en == {C c 
M : C == ({Bl } X {B2 } X ... X {Bn} x ITj>nB) n M and Bi E 
B for each i :::; n}. Let C == Un>oCn. Then C is a (j-dis~rete 
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base of M-. In the following proof, we show that 1 : M ~ Y is 
a compact-covering map. 

Let ]{ be a compact subset of Y. Then !{ is a metric subset 
of Y by Theorem 3.3 in [3]. If]{ is a finite subset of Y, then 
there is a finite subset C of M with I(C) == !{. So we assume 
that ]{ is infinite in the following proof. Let F be a finite 
subcollection of B which is an irreducible cover of !{, and let 
F(y) == {F E F: y E F}. 

Claim 1. If y E ]{ and 0 is an open neighborhood of y in Y) 
then there is a finite subcollection F ofB which is an irreducible 
cover of ]{ such that UF(y) cO. 

Proof: Let yEW C W con !{, where W is open in !{. 
There is a finite irreducible cover F1 C B of W with UF1 c O. 
For each F E F1 , choose a point XF E F n W \ U{F' : F' E 
F 1 , F' =I F}. Note that such XF can be chosen in W, since 
members of F 1 are closed. Now there is a finite irreducible 
cover F 2 C B of ]{ \ W with UF2 C X \ ({X F : F E F 1 } u {y }). 
Then F 1 U F 2 contains an irreducible cover F of ]{. It is easy 
to check that F has the desired properties. 

Claim 2. I{F c B : F is an irreducible finite cover of !( } I == 
~o. 

Proof: Miscenko [4] proved that if B is a point-countable 
cover of ]{, then there are at most countably many finite sub
collections of B which are irreducible covers of ]{. 

Because !{ is infinite, there is it cluster point y E !{. Let d 
be a metric of !{. Let Un == {y' E !{ : d(y, y') < lin} for each 
n > o. Let On be an open set of Y with ]{ n On == Un for each 
n > o. Then there is, a finite subcollection Fn of B which is 
an irreducible cover of ]{ such that UFn(y) C On by Claim 1 
for each n > o. So there must be at least countably infinitely 
many finite subcollections of B which are irreducible covers of 
!{. 

Let (Fn ) enumerate all finite subcollections of B which are 
irreducible covers of !{. Then IIn>oFn is. a compact subset of 
Iln>oB. Let D == (IIn>oFn) n M. 
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Claim 3. f(D) == !{. 

Proof: Pick an x == (Bn ) E D. Suppose f(x) is not in 1<. 
Then Y - 1< is an open neighborhood of f(x). So there is a 
Bn in (Bn) with f(x) E Bn C Y - 1< by the definition of the 
subspace M. Assume Bn E Fn. Then Fn- {En} is still a cover 
of !{. It is a contradiction. 

Pick ayE !{. Then for each n > 0, there is a B~ E Fn 

with y E B~. Let x == (B~). Then x E IIn>oFn and y E nnB~. 

Pick an open set 0 C Y with yEO. Then, by Claim 1, there 
is an irreducible finite cover F of !{ such that UF(y) cO. 
Since (Fn ) enumerates the all finite subcollections of B which 
are irreducible covers of !{, then there is an Fn == F. So E~ is 
in F. Then B~ E F(y) by y E B~. Then B~ C UF(y) c O. 
This implies x E M and f(x) == y E f(D). 

Claim 4. D is a compact subset of IIn>oFn. 

Proof: One may assume x == (Bn) E Iln>oFn since IIn>oFn 
is closed. Then ni~nBi n !{ i= 0' for every n, since x E D. So, 
as !{ is compact, there is y E nn>oBn. Let 0 C Y be an open 
set with yEO. Then, by Claim 1, there is an irreducible finite 
cover F of I{ such that UF(y) cO. Since (Fn ) enumerates 
the all finite subcollections of B which are irreducible covers 
of !<, then there is an Fn == F. So Bn E Fn == F. Then 
Bn E F(y) since y E Bn. Then y E En C UF(y) C O. This 
implies x == (En) E D. So D is a closed subset of compact 
metric set I1n>oFn. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. (continued) If 1< is an infinite 
compact subset of Y, then there must be countably infinitely 
many finite subcollections of B which are irreducible covers of 
!{ by Claim 2. If (Fn ) enumerates the all finite subcollections 
of B which are irreducible covers of !{, then D == (IIn>oFn)nM 
is a compact subset of M by Claim 4. Then f(D) == !{ by 
Claim 3. So f : M ~ Y is a compact-covering map. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let Y have a point-countable closed k-network. 
If each metric closed subset ofY is locally compact) then Y has 
a point-countable countably compact k-network. 

Proof: Let B be a point-countable closed k-network. Let B1 

be the collection of all finite intersections of B. Then B1 is a 
point-countable closed k-network which is closed under finite 
intersections. So we may assume that Y has a point-countable 
closed k-network B which is closed under finite intersections. 

Let M C TIn>oB be the metric space, C == Un>oCn be the 
a-discrete base of M and f : M ---t Y be the onto continuous 
compact-covering s-map as in Theorem 2.2 above. Then there 
is a subcollection C' t C C such that C' is a base of M and 
f(C) is countably compact for each C E C' by Lemma 2.1. If 
C == ({Bl } X {B2 } X ... X {En} X TIj>nB)nM E C', then ·f(C) == 
ni<nBi is closed. So f( C) == f( C) is countably compact. Then 
{f( C) : C E e'} is a point-countable collection of countably 
compact subsets of Y. We have proved that f : M ---t Y is a 
compact-covering map by Theorem 2.2. Then {f( C) : C E C'}'
is a point-countable countably compact k-network since C' is a 
base of M. 

3.	 COUNTABLY COMPACT k-NETWORK AND COMPACT 

k-NETWORKS 

We would like to give a proposition about Question 37. 

Proposition 3.1. Let Y be a regular T1 space. Then the fol
lowing are equivalent. 

1.	 Every metric clo$ed subspace of Y is locally countably 
compact. 

2.	 Every first countable closed subspace of Y is locally count
ably compact. 

3.	 Every metric closed subspace of Y is locally compact. 

Proof: I::::} 2. 
Suppose that there is a first countable closed subset B of Y 

which is not locally countably compact. Then B contains a 
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closed subset homeomorphic to T by Lemma 3 of [5]. Where 
T == (UnEwTn) U {oo} was introduced by [5] before Lemma 3 
such that the points of countably infinite set Tn are isolated 
for each nEw, and a basic open set containing 00 has the 
form {oo} Un~k Tn, where nEw. Then T is a closed metric 
subspace of Y and is not locally countably compact, a con
tradiction. Hence each first countable closed subset B of Y is 
locally countably compact. 

2 => 1. 
Every metric space is a first countable space. If every first 

countable closed subspace of Y is locally countably compact, 
then every metric closed subspace of Y is locally countably 
compact. 

3 {:} 1. 
Each compact subset is countably compact and each count

ably compact metric subset is compact. 

Proposition 3.2. Let Y have a point-countable closed k
network. If each first countable closed subset of Y is locally 
countably compact and each countably compact subset is com
pact) then Y has a point-countable compact k-network. 

Proof: If every first countable closed subspace of Y is locally 
countably compact, then every metric closed subspace of Y is 
locally compact by Proposition 3.1. So Y has a point-countable 
countably compact k-network by Theorem 2.3. Then Y has a 
point-countable compact k-network since each countably com
pact subset is compact. 

In the following, we give an example which shows "countably 
compact "in Theorem 2.3 can not be strengthened to "compact 
"and the condition "each first countable closed subset of Y is 
locally countably compact and each countably compact subset 
is compact "in Proposition 3.2 can not be omitted as "each 
first countable closed subset of Y is locally compact". It also 
gives a negative answer to Question 37 of B of the Problem 
Section in [6]. 
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Example 3.3. There is a regular T1 countably compact space 
Y such that Y has a point-countable closed k-network and every 
first countable closed subspace of Y is compact, but Y has no 
point-countable compact k-network. 

Construction. 
Recall Example 9.1 in [3]. There is an infinite, completely 

regular countably compact space X, all of whose compact sub
sets are finite. Therefore {{ x} : x E X} is a point-countable 
closed k-network for X. Let Y = {oo} U UnEw X n, where 
{Xn : nEw} is a collection of disjoint clopen copies of X, 
and {Un == {oo} U (Um>nXm) : nEw} is a neighborhood 
base of point 00 in Y. Ihen Y is countably compact since 
every infinite subset of Y either meets some X n in an infinite 
set, or else 00 is a limit point. Also, it is easy to see that 
P = {{x} : x E UnEwXn} U {Un: nEw} is a point-contable 
closed k-network consisting of countably compact sets. 

Claim 5. Each first countable closed subspace of Y is locally 
compact. 

Proof: Let B be a first countable closed subspace of Y. 
Suppose that B n Xn = B n X is not discrete. Then B n X 
must contain a convergence sequence S which converges to x, 
since B n X is first countable. Then S U {x} is an infinite 
compact subset of X, a contradiction. So B n X is a discrete 
closed subspace of X. Then the discrete countably compact 
closed subspace B n X n is compact in X n . So B is compact in 
Y. 

Claim 6. Y has no point-countable compact k-net100rk. 

Proof: Suppose that C is a point-countable compact k
network. Let C(oo) = {C E C : 00 E C} = {en: nEw} 
by C point-countable. Then Cn n X m is finite for m, nEw. So 
UC( (0) is a countable subset of Y. Pick an X n E X n - UC( (0) 
for each nEw since X n is uncountable. Let S = {x n : nEw}. 
Then S U {oo} is compact. So there is a finite subcollection 
F C C(oo) and an n' E w with {xn : n 2:: n'} c UF c UC(oo). 
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It is a contradiction to S n (UC((0)) == 0. So Y has no point
countable compact k-netwotk. 
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